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Abstract Earth science increasingly relies on computer-based methods and many government agencies
now require further sharing of the digital products they helped fund. Earth scientists, while often supportive
of more transparency in themethods they develop, are concerned by this recent requirement and puzzled by
its multiple implications. This paper therefore presents a reflection on the numerous aspects of sharing code
and data in the general field of computer modeling of dynamic Earth processes. Our reflection is based on
10 years of development of an open source model called the Routing Application for Parallel Computation of
Discharge (RAPID) that simulates the propagation of water flow waves in river networks. Three consecutive
but distinct phases of the sharing process are highlighted here: opening, exposing, and consolidating. Each
one of these phases is presented as an independent and tractable increment aligned with the various stages
of code development and justified based on the size of the users community. Several aspects of digital
scholarship are presented here including licenses, documentation, websites, citable code and data
repositories, and testing. While the many existing services facilitate the sharing of digital research products,
digital scholarship also raises community challenges related to technical training, self-perceived inadequacy,
community contribution, acknowledgment and performance assessment, and sustainable sharing.

1. Introduction

Driven by the need to understand Earth’s dynamic climate, geoscientists have dedicatedmuch effort to creat-
ing numerical models of the major components of the climate system and to analyzing their outputs. Early
modeling studies date back to the 1950s and include simulations of the Earth’s atmosphere [Phillips, 1956],
oceans [Bryan and Cox, 1967], land [Manabe, 1969], and rivers [Miller et al., 1994]. Decades later, computer
modeling and data-intensive analysis have become key elements upon which modern climate science has
been built [e.g., Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2013], and numerous geoscientists therefore
dedicate considerable research energy to such endeavors. Computer-assisted research is equally ubiquitous
in the broad scientific community, such that some have argued that computer modeling and data-intensive
science be considered legitimate pillars of science, hence joining experimental science and theoretical
science [Bell, 1987; Bell et al., 2009; Hey et al., 2009; Hey, 2010; Hey and Payne, 2015], although such a view
is not without its critics [Vardi, 2010a, 2010b]. Nevertheless, computer modeling and analysis are now integral
parts of many geoscience investigations.

The recent mandate [Holdren, 2013] requesting that the direct results of federally funded scientific research in
the U.S. be made further accessible—including availability of digital data—has spurred much discussion in
the scientific community. Kattge et al. [2014] argued that while data sharing is necessary, associated hurdles
subsist, and proper means of acknowledgment (i.e., citations) are needed so that scientists can benefit from
the added burden. This argument was further supported by the survey of Kratz and Strasser [2015]. Others
have also suggested that the computer codes used to generate or to analyze data are equally important
and should hence be made similarly accessible [Nature, 2014; Nature Geoscience, 2014]. Prior to the recent
mandate, Barnes [2010] had already advocated for sharing computer code so that—like any other scientific
method—code development could benefit from the peer review process. Additionally, the description of
computations using only natural language or equations has inherent ambiguities that have unpredictable
effects on results; hence, access to the source code is essential to reproducing the central findings of studies
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[Peng, 2011; Ince et al., 2012]. Some of the largest geoscience modeling centers have been openly sharing
their software for three decades [e.g., Williamson, 1983; Anthes, 1986; Hurrell et al., 2013] and have already
embraced state-of-the-art software sharing practices [e.g., Rew et al., 2013]. The lack of training in software
engineering and development, however, make such endeavor more challenging for most scientists
[Hey and Payne, 2015].

River modeling—an area of Earth system modeling concerned with the numerical simulation of water flow
waves in surface river networks—does not have a strong tradition of open source codes (as discussed below)
and can benefit from further sharing. At scales ranging from continental to global, the river models that are
the most widely used in existing literature are perhaps those of Lohmann et al. [1996], LISFLOOD-FP
[Bates and De Roo, 2000], RTM [Branstetter, 2001], HRR [Beighley et al., 2009], and CaMa-FLOOD
[Yamazaki et al., 2011]. The degrees at which these software are shared vary widely (see Appendix A
for further details). LISFLOOD-FP can be obtained upon request to the developers and is only available
in the form of an executable (i.e., not the source code) that is limited to noncommercial use. HRR and
CaMa-FLOOD offer a greater degree of openness than LISFLOOD-FP because their respective source
codes can be obtained, although this also requires contacting the developers. The code for RTM can
be downloaded upon open registration, and that of Lohmann is openly available. Perhaps because their source
codes are readily accessible, these two latter river models appear to be the only ones that are currently used by
largemodeling centers: RTM is an integral part of the Community LandModel [Oleson et al., 2013], and the code
of Lohmann et al. [1996] is used along with the North American Land Data Assimilation System [Lohmann et al.,
2004; Xia et al., 2012].

The generally limited tradition of sharing within the continental to global scale river modeling community
makes this field of Earth system modeling a suitable candidate—out of potentially many—for a case study
on sharing source code and data, which is the purpose of this paper. We here reflect on the benefits and
challenges that have been associated with the open source development of an alternative river model
(Routing Application for Parallel Computation of Discharge (RAPID) [David et al., 2011d]) based on 10 years
of experience since its inception. This paper starts with a short background on RAPID (section 2). We then
highlight three consecutive but distinct phases of the sharing process: opening (section 3), exposing (section 4),
and consolidating (section 5). The implications for Earth science are then presented (section 6), followed by our
conclusions. This paper is intended as a reflective perspective in line with this special issue on Geoscience
Papers of the Future.

Our reflection based on the decade-long history of RAPID includes answers to questions that are relevant to
sharing any other type of Earth science model: How to share a geoscience model? What are the minimum
sharing steps? How to share data? How to make both model and data citable? How to programmatically
reproduce an entire study? How to test a model and how to do so automatically? What are the limits
of sharing?

Such questions shall be answered if, as a whole, the geoscience community yearns to abide AGU’s motto of
“unselfish cooperation in research.”

2. Background on RAPID

The Routing Application for Parallel Computation of Discharge (RAPID) [David et al., 2011d] is a numerical
model that simulates the propagation of water flow waves in networks of rivers composed of tens to
hundreds of thousands of river reaches. River routing in RAPID is based on the traditional Muskingum
method [McCarthy, 1938] adapted to a matrix-vector notation [David et al., 2011d]. Given the inflow of water
from land and aquifers—as commonly computed by land surface models—RAPID can simulate river
discharge at the outlet of each river reach of large river networks. River routing with the traditional
Muskingum method is performed using two parameters: a temporal constant (k) characteristic of flow wave
propagation and a nondimensional constant (x) representative of diffusive processes. Each river reach j of a
river network can be prescribed its own set of parameters (kj, xj). RAPID includes an automated parameter
estimation procedure based on an inverse method that searches for an optimal set of model parameters
by comparing multiple model simulations with available observations located across the river basins of
interest while varying the Muskingum parameters. Different types of river networks can be used including
those based on traditional gridded representations [David et al., 2011a] and those from vector-based
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hydrographic data sets (the “blue lines” on maps) [David et al., 2011d, 2013a, 2013b, 2015]. River routing and
parameter estimation can both be performed on a subset of a large domain in order to study local processes.
RAPID has been applied to areas ranging from 103 km2 to 106 km2 (Figure 1) and can be run on personal
computers as well as on larger parallel computing machines with demonstrated fixed-size parallel speedup
[David et al., 2011d, 2013a, 2015].

The idea of building a river routing model capable of simulating river discharge in large vector-based hydro-
graphic data sets was first discussed with the author in January 2006 (Figure 2; this idea was discussed in a
meeting between Cédric H. David and David R. Maidment held on Thursday, 26 January 2006 at the Center
for Research in Water Resources of the University of Texas at Austin). The first lines of the RAPID source code
were written in September 2007 after a year of initial research. The development of RAPID has been ongoing
since then, with a source code now containing over 5000 lines. The code is written using the FORTRAN pro-
gramming language and three scientific libraries: the Network Common Data Form (netCDF) [Rew and Davis,
1990] for the largest input and output files, the Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computation (PETSc)
[Balay et al., 1997, 2013] for linear algebra, and the Toolkit for Advanced Optimization (TAO) [Munson et al.,
2012] for automatic parameter estimation. PETSc and TAO both use a standard for parallel computing called
the Message Passing Interface (MPI) [Dongarra et al., 1994].

The community of RAPID users has grown steadily since the software inception a decade ago and currently
includes researchers in universities, government agencies, and industry. Notable applications of RAPID
include studies of river aquifer/interactions [Saleh et al., 2011; Flipo et al., 2012; Thierion et al., 2012],
continental-scale high-resolution flow modeling [Tavakoly et al., 2012], decision support during droughts
[Zhao et al., 2014], computation of river height at the regional scale in preparation for an expected satellite
mission [Häfliger et al., 2015], nitrogen transport modeling [Tavakoly et al., 2015], reservoir storage simula-
tions [Lin et al., 2015], and operational flood forecasting for the United States [Maidment, 2015].

The breadth of the current RAPID users community can be explained—at least in part—by a conscious effort
to share the software and related material in an open manner.

Figure 1. Selected applications of RAPID. (left) The San Antonio and Guadalupe Basins were used in David et al. [2011d]. The
Upper Mississippi Basin was used in David et al. [2011d, 2013a]. The Texas Gulf Coast Region was used in David et al. [2013b].
The Mississippi Basin was used in David et al. [2015]. (right) The domain of SIM-France was used in David et al. [2011a].
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3. Initial Steps of Sharing Geoscience Software—Opening RAPID

While many geoscientists are seduced by the concept of open source software, the lack of knowledge regard-
ing where to initiate the process of sharing seems to be the most commonly acknowledged impediment. The
purpose of this section is therefore to expose the three most basic steps involved in open sourcing in order to
overcome this initial roadblock.

3.1. Authorship and Licensing of the Source Code

Perhaps the two most important steps prior to actually sharing software are to determine the authorship and
the type of license for use. Authorship is key because publication is a prime metric for the scientific commu-
nity. Software licenses are essential to specify what type of usage the authors allow and to avoid any ambi-
guity with regards to potential restrictions intended by them. While authorship is commonly valued by
academics, license specification in geoscience software is relatively infrequent, either because of lack of
computer science training or because the consequences of missing licenses are underappreciated. Yet
sharing software without a license is unwise because it implies that software developers leave copyright
details unspecified and therefore subject to default applicable laws. Such details include questions related
to reproducing, creating derived products, distributing, displaying, and performing of the work [e.g., US
Congress, 1976].

Figure 2. Timeline of the development of RAPID. Note that—with the exception of v1.0.0—the official version numbers all correspond to exact snapshots of the
source code used in the writing of published RAPID articles. The v1.0.0 benefited from data model enhancements compared to the alpha version which had been
used in David et al. [2011d]. The list of acronyms used is the following: Center for Research in Water Resources, the University of Texas at Austin (CRWR), Mines-Paristech
(Mines), Department of Geological Sciences, Jackson School of Geosciences, the University of Texas at Austin (DGS), University of California Center for Hydrologic
Modeling (UCCHM), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology (JPL), U.S. National Science Foundation Project EAR-0413265 (NSF-EAR), French projects
VulNAR/PIREN-Seine and Mines-Paristech (FR), U.S. National Aeronautics and Space Administration Projects NNX07AL79G (NASA-IDS1) and NNX11AE42G (NASA-IDS2),
University of California Office of the President (UCOP), Jet Propulsion Laboratory Strategic Research and Technology Development (JPL-R&TD), National Center for
Atmospheric Research Advanced Study Program (NC), American Geophysical Union Horton Research Grant (AGU), and Microsoft Azure for Research (MSR).
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In the case of RAPID the determination of authorship was fairly straightforward because a unique contributor
had been writing the source code. However, some licenses allow for an organization to be named in the license.
At the time of the initial release of RAPID, its development had taken place while the author had been in three
different departments of two institutions located in two countries; hence, the selection of the organization was
a challenge. Fortunately, some licenses allow the author name to be used as the organization name as well,
which was the option chosen for simplicity. Decisions concerning authorship and organization were bothmade
with agreement from all scientists involved in guidance and funding during the source code development.

The will to foster collaborations among the institutions that had contributed to the development of RAPID
and the desire to encourage broader community use both justified the release of the code in an “open
source” manner. Three of the commonly used license types for open source software were considered in
the selection: the GNU’s Not Unix (GNU) General Public License (GNU GPL) in its version 2.0, the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) license, and the Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD) 3-Clause
license; all of which being accessible from the Open Source Initiative (https://opensource.org/). These licenses
all permit private use, commercial use, modifications, and distribution. Additionally, these licenses all include
a requirement for inclusion of the license and copyright notice when sharing the source code, and a statement
that neither the software author nor the license owner can be held liable for any potential damages. The selec-
tion of the license to use for RAPID was made based on the few aspects in which these common licenses differ.
The GNU GPL was not chosen because of a requirement to keep the same license when distributing derived
works (i.e., copyleft), whichwas found too restrictive and could have limited potential collaborationswith industrial
partners. TheMIT license does not specifically state that the developers’ names cannot be used in potential adver-
tisements over derived products, which made the author uncomfortable. The BSD 3-Clause license was therefore
selected for RAPID with agreement from all scientists involved in guidance and funding during the source code
development. Note that a full in-depth review of the details associated to available open source licenses is beyond
the scope of this paper. However, online services such as http://choosealicense.com/licenses/ or http://oss-watch.
ac.uk/ provide helpful information regarding open source licenses andmay be valuable to readers when deciding
on a license for their own software. Additionally, the book of Rosen [2005] offers an excellent in-depth analysis of
open source licenses and presents many important aspects that are not mentioned here, including: collective
works, work made for hire, and dual licensing.

The specification of both authorship and license can therefore be seen as a key endeavor prior to sharing soft-
ware because such allows to engage in discussions that help clarifying the intentions and concerns of all par-
ties involved. The clarifications provided by licenses then rule any potential utilization of the software that
might otherwise have been unforeseen. The inclusion of the license in the source code then allows for clearer
and safer sharing outside of the circle of developers than would otherwise be possible.

3.2. Software Documentation

An important practice before sharing is to document the software. At the most basic level, documenting
involves describing the various tasks performed by the program with comments in the source code.
Readability is also appreciated by users; hence, some cleaning and formatting of the code can be beneficial.
An additional, valuable step in documenting software is to describe the platforms supported (operating
systems), programming language, dependencies on other software, steps of installation, and commands
(or options) for execution. Such can be done in a users’ manual or a short tutorial.

However, writing full software documentation can be very time consuming, and the associated academic
credits are currently relatively limited compared to the preparation of a scientific manuscript. In the case of
RAPID, software documentation therefore initially focused on commenting, cleaning, and formatting the
source code and on preparing a basic tutorial. Further documentation was later prepared on an as-needed
basis and improved over time. The “metric” used for determining the need for additional documentation is
the frequency of requests for help from different users on any given topic. Current RAPID documentation
includes a series of Portable Document Format (.pdf) files with information related to the basic functioning
of the model, installation procedures, and example tutorials.

Therefore, despite the widely accepted value of users’ manuals, an alternative approach has been taken for
RAPID, in which a basic tutorial was initially produced and additional documents have been prepared when
needed and improved iteratively.
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3.3. Sharing the Software

Once authorship and license are determined, basic formatting of the source code is performed, and minimal
supporting documentation is prepared; the source code can be deemed ready to be distributed. At this stage
researchers may consider sharing their software with collaborators using the simplest modes of transmission
including email or portable storage devices.

Additionally, geoscience researchers might wish to share their software beyond their group of direct colla-
borators. The most direct way to enable discovery and access to the software (or the supporting information)
is to create a website. The initial benefits of sharing the source code and its supporting documents online are
twofold. First, a website provides a way for collaborators to access the software andmaterial at any time even
if the developers are not available. Second, many potential collaborators might want to assess the capabilities
of a piece of software and gauge whether or not it could help their needs prior to contacting the authors.

The first RAPID website was published in July 2010 to promote community usage and facilitate ongoing col-
laborations and was at the time hosted by the software author’s institution. At that point in the development,
RAPID had reached a certain level of maturity, demonstrated by its ability to run on two conceptually differ-
ent types of river networks: a vector-based hydrographic data set [David et al., 2011d] and a grid-based net-
work [David et al., 2011a]. Note, however, that the corresponding manuscripts had yet to be accepted for
publication (Figure 2). The website creation and online sharing of the open source software therefore
occurred approximately 3 years after the first lines of code were written but a year before the first papers
were published. Various updates to the RAPID code were then routinely made available as compressed
Linux archives (.tar.gz) in the download section of the website. Over the years, the site was migrated twice
as the employment of the author evolved. The URLs of each website were all published in a series of peer-
reviewed papers; therefore, continuity among websites had to be ensured. Such was made possible through
automatic HTML redirection of older URLs to the newer ones. The RAPID website (now at http://rapid-hub.
org) is still regularly updated and contains a basic introduction, a download page, links to publications,
supporting documents, animations of model results, information on training, and contact details.

Unexpectedly to the developer, the most immediate benefits of sharing the RAPID source code and docu-
mentation online have been community feedbacks and contributions. Bug reporting from users on applica-
tions to various computing environments (e.g., operating system and compiler collection) has enabled the
source code to be strengthened. Requests for clarification and reports of mistakes in the tutorials have both
improved the documentation. The most gratifying feedback, however, has been when users write their own
documents or programming scripts to be shared back to the community of RAPID users. Such contributions
are also available on the RAPID website. Note that while focus is made here on classic dedicated websites,
online software communities can also provide valuable hosting services [e.g., Horsburgh et al., 2015] and
sometimes even include the ability to run software online [e.g., Peckham et al., 2013]. Finally, this study pre-
sents an approach in which the source code is shared only after reaching a certain level of maturity; partly
because scientists tend to refrain from sharing raw software [Barnes, 2010]. An alternative approach where
software is shared from the onset could be equally valuable and potentially lead to similar but earlier benefits.

4. Fostering Sustainable Use and Development of a Geoscience Model—
Exposing RAPID

The first few years following the initial sharing of RAPID online were accompanied by a slow but steady
growth of its user base. The increasing size of the users community exposed a series of challenges that hin-
dered sustainability of the sharing endeavor. The following describes the difficulties encountered and the
steps taken to empower users by increasing transparency. These steps also allowed saving developer time
while increasing scientific outreach and furthering academic credit.

4.1. Version Control System and Online Code Repository

Between July 2010, when RAPID was first shared online, and March 2014, a total of 32 successive archives to
the source code were made available on the website. For each revision, the entire source code was included
in an archive file with a name that included the date of creation. A text file briefly describing the changes
made to the code was then maintained (but not shared) by the author. The increasing number of versions
of the source code associated with the growth of the RAPID users community made it difficult to support
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users; particularly when their applications were based on outdated RAPID code. It became clear then that
there was a need for a more advanced code management strategy, including mechanisms for fully
documenting and exposing code changes, and for enabling automatic updates by users.

Documenting code changes has traditionally been done using a type of computer science tool called Version
Control Systems (VCSs). Notable examples include the Concurrent Versions System (cvs), Subversion (svn),
Mercurial (hg), and git (git). VCSs have many capabilities including: tracking, commenting, labeling, saving,
comparing, and sometimes merging code changes. These systems can be deployed and used by a single per-
son or by a team of developers to track code changes locally. Alternatively, VCSs are capable of interacting
with online servers called code repositories, in which case the source code is hosted in a remote location.
Examples of code repositories include SourceForge, CodePlex, Google Code, BitBucket, and GitHub.

The increasing notoriety and usage of both git and GitHub motivated their use for RAPID. These two tools
are designed to work hand in hand and together allow tracking and fully exposing code changes online. The
somewhat overwhelming tasks of tracking and documenting changes in all 32 previously released versions of
the RAPID code using git and publishing the full repository on GitHub were therefore undertaken in March
2014. Despite a steep learning curve associated with understanding the functioning and usage of these tools,
the effort turned out to be more natural and less time consuming (approximately 100 h) than initially antici-
pated. One of the capabilities of git that was valuable for this endeavor is the tagging of the source code at
any given stage. Tags can then be used to navigate through various snapshots of the software. In the case of
RAPID, tags consisting of the previous release dates were used and hence enabled instant retrieval of any of
the past versions. Version control for all 32 previous releases was completed on 8 April 2014, date that also coin-
cided with the first code update published on GitHub. The same process has continued since April 2014, and the
repository now contains 53 tagged versions including five official releases (see below). The full downloadable
repository including all previously released versions of RAPID with tracked changes is available at https://
github.com/c-h-david/rapid (Figure 3). This GitHub repository allows obtaining all previous versions of the code,
navigating among them, and retrieving any available updates; each of these actions using single-line commands.

Several unanticipated aspects of version control systems and code repositories have also been beneficial to
RAPID. Among them is the ability to create official releases of the source code with tags using classic version
numbers. To leverage this capability, it was decided to associate official release numbers to the snapshots of
the code used in peer-reviewed papers written in the development of RAPID [i.e., David et al., 2011a, 2011d,
2013a, 2013b, 2015] with incremental version numbers from v1.0.0 to v1.4.0. A direct link to the latest official
release of RAPID is at: https://github.com/c-h-david/rapid/releases/latest. This study will be a candidate for a
new official version number. The GitHub official releases are also convenient because they can be assigned a
unique citable Digital Object Identifier (DOI) through a data repository called Zenodo (see section 4.2) as was
done in this study. Each one of the official release numbers hence now has a citable reference (respectively,
David [2010, 2011a, 2011b, 2013a, 2013b]). Another advantage of code repositories is the ability to browse
through the various versions of the source code online; which is helpful for training, for debugging, and
for electronic communications. Also of note are the social media aspects of code repositories that allow users
to be kept appraised of new software developments. Incidentally, industrial partners startedmanifesting their
interest in RAPID after it was version controlled and published in a code repository, perhaps because these
joint efforts contributed to making the software more professional.

The combined use of version control systems and code repositories for geoscience software therefore allows
levels of transparency in code changes and accessibility to updates that are not permitted by the more com-
mon sharing of snapshots of the source code. Together, VCSs and code repositories can help foster further
community use while lightening the user support load and increasing author acknowledgment through
citable references.

4.2. Sharing the Data

Over the years of development of RAPID, the size of all input and output files used in associated peer-
reviewed publications has grown. These data sets have been stored on various machines and their cumula-
tive size approaches 200GB. Such data can fill a large portion of the total storage capacity of current personal
computers and therefore represent a potential issue for data storage and data preservation. Additionally,
these files provide examples of the inputs necessary to run RAPID (and of the outputs it produces) and can
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therefore serve as the basis for training material. Finally, such files can be used to check that potential new
modifications to the software have not altered its overall functioning (i.e., software testing). There are
therefore many aspects for which the sharing of files associated with previously published RAPID studies
can be valuable, including data preservation, software training, and software testing.

As with software sharing, the choice of authorship, license, and repository are at the base of data sharing. The
most widely used data licenses appear to be those of the Creative Commons (CC). CC licenses and their
differences share many commonalities with the various software licenses (section 3.1) and specify details
related to attribution, derivatives, distribution, and commercial use. Readers may find the online service for
guiding the choice of a Creative Commons license (https://creativecommons.org/choose/) helpful when pick-
ing a license for their data. Note that the selection of a data license is a requirement before sharing data on
online repositories. Three repositories currently seem to be the most popular for scientific data sharing:
FigShare (http://figshare.com/), Dryad (http://datadryad.org/), and Zenodo (https://zenodo.org/). These
repositories vary in their cost and storage capabilities, but all provide a unique Digital Object Identifier
(DOI) making the data fully citable in peer-reviewed publications. Data repositories (like software repositories)
also allow for the inclusion of a short description of the files.

The input and output files associated with RAPID simulations consist in a series of small Comma Separated
Variables (csv) files and of larger netCDF files. The csv files contain information including river network con-
nectivity, Muskingummodel parameters, existing observations, and subbasin specifications. The netCDF files
contain the inflow of water from land and aquifers into river reaches and the outflow of water from the
river reaches.

Figure 3. The GitHub repository for RAPID is available at http://github.com/c-h-david/rapid and offers direct access to all previous releases of the source code, including
official versions. The successivemodifications of all files are fully tracked and documented. The status badges in the README file automatically link to the pass/fail state of
the latest automatic build, and to the latest citable version.
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The input and output files corresponding to peer-reviewed publications of RAPID are usually either gener-
ated from scratch or prepared based on off-the-shelf data sets or on files prepared by coauthors.
Generally, the amount of work involved in the choice of data sources, data preparation, or data transforma-
tion is well aligned with the authorship of the associated papers. It was therefore decided that the authorship
of the data sets used in the preparation of existing peer-reviewed RAPID publications would mirror the
authorship of the corresponding papers.

The details associated with each of the few Creative Commons licenses vary from very permissive to very
restrictive. Similarly to the choice of software license for RAPID, the selection of data license was made to
maximize community usage. The Creative Commons Attribution (also known as CC BY) license was chosen
for RAPID-related data sets as it allows for distribution, modifications, derived works, and commercial use.
The CC BY license is the most accommodating of the Creative Commons licenses, and its only requirement
is to credit the original author(s) of the work.

FigShare, a free data repository, is probably the most popular of the available data sharing services, but its
current 250MB limitation on any file in each data set makes it impossible to share RAPID files (often of larger
than 1GB). Dryad only accepts files corresponding to peer-reviewed publications, which would satisfy our
needs, but their service is not free, and data publication charges increase steeply once the size of each data
set goes beyond 10GB (here again common in RAPID data sets). Zenodo was therefore chosen to host data
associated with our peer-reviewed publications as it allows for many large files (each up to 2GB) and remains
free. Zenodo is supported by the European Center for Nuclear Research and appears to be functioning under
stable funding. Furthermore, Zenodo guarantees survival of data sets and of their DOI. The files correspond-
ing to the first two peer-reviewed articles using RAPID [i.e., David et al., 2011a, 2011d] were published in two
separate Zenodo repositories (respectively, David et al. [2011b, 2011c]) for the purpose of this study. A short
note (1–2 pages) included in each data publication summarizes the sources for all raw data used and explains
the content of each file as well as how it was prepared.

In addition to fulfilling recent requirements for increasing access to funded research [e.g., Holdren, 2013] data
publication is therefore beneficial for data preservation and storage, for training, and for software testing.
Perhaps more importantly for geoscience researchers, data publications can be officially cited, resulting in
potential academic credit for authors [Kratz and Strasser, 2015], although the related benefits are complex
(section 6.3).

4.3. Training Courses

To date, three training courses have been organized for RAPID (Figure 2). The first training course was held at
the Institute of Atmospheric Physics of the Chinese Academy of Sciences in Beijing, China, on 24–26 May
2011. The second training course was part of the Community WRF-Hydro Modeling System Training work-
shop held at the National Center for Atmospheric Research in Boulder, Colorado, on 5–7 May 2015. The third
training course was organized during the National Flood Interoperability Experiment Summer Institute held
at the National Water Center in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, between 1 June 2015 and 17 July 2015. Each one of the
training courses enabled further growth of the users community. Additionally, each training course allowed
the evaluation of the ease of use of RAPID and of the quality of the tutorials. Note that while the first two train-
ing courses were taught by the lead software developer, the instructor of the third training was instead a
member of the RAPID users community. The third training course hence marked a transition when RAPID
users started teaching themselves, which can be seen as a milestone in user support. The organization of
training courses therefore allows for the evaluation of software usability, but can also be seen as an integral
part of community growth and engagement.

5. Facilitating Updates of a Geoscience Model—Consolidating RAPID

Inevitably, with years of development, the complexity of the source code for RAPID increased. Additionally, as
RAPID reached a certain level of maturity, the users community gradually became more active, and the
frequency of requests for updates, upgrades, and bug fixes grew. At this stage in model development, the
need for regular testing of the code after each modification became crucial to avoid the risk of becoming
inundated by bug reports from users. It followed that a more efficient approach for model testing was
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needed to avoid being overwhelmed by user support activities, while sustaining community engagement
and entertaining user requests.

5.1. The Transition From Manual to Automatic Testing

The many steps involved in testing software are often repetitive, tedious, and prone to human errors. The
most basic testing steps consist of running the program with a given set of instructions and verifying that
the outputs that are generated are as expected. If the source code and/or example data are not available
locally, testing also involves downloading of a series of files. Additionally, when the software depends on
other programs or libraries, their installation is required (see section 5.3) prior to the creation of the program
executable from the source code. As the frequency of software updates increases, full testing can become a
great consumer of developers’ time and is therefore sometimes avoided, increasing the risk of releasing
faulty source code.

The testing of RAPID—as that of many other geoscience models—involves all the aforementioned testing
steps. When performing testing operations manually, many of these steps are achieved using Graphical
User Interfaces (GUIs), i.e., the most natural tools for human-machine interactions. Downloading of the code
and data is done using an Internet browser or a File Transfer Protocol client. The instructions for each simula-
tion are created and modified manually using a text editor. Model outputs are checked visually by reading
(for text outputs) or inspecting graphics (e.g., hydrographs created from binary outputs). However, despite
the value of GUIs in easing human-machine interactions, the automation of tasks performed in GUIs is
a challenge.

In most operating systems, text-only interfaces called shells allow users to request tasks from the computer
by typing commands. Shells are the most fundamental way in which users can interact with the system.
Actually, shells used to be the main tools for interactions with computers before the advent of GUIs. Each
command entered in the shell results in an action performed and/or in text output. The success (or failure)
of each action is then summarized by an integer number called exit code generated after each command
execution, although it is kept hidden to the user unless specifically requested. A series of consecutive
operations can therefore be easily automated by creating a text file containing the corresponding commands
(i.e., a shell script), and their respective success can be checked using exit codes. Hence, the automation of
model testing can be accomplished if all the steps involved can be summarized in a series of simple
commands and included in a script.

Despite a few years of programming experience gained in the development of the RAPID source code, the
author was not familiar with the many command line tools allowing such automation. However, after
overcoming the initial learning curve associated with the discovery and use of a series of these tools, it
was found that many of the steps involved in the testing of RAPID can be performed directly from the shell
using existing programs (see the Appendix B for examples on Linux). The few tasks that could not be directly
performed with off-the-shelf tools were specifically related to the outputs of RAPID and necessitated the
creation of ad hoc programs.

As mentioned earlier (section 2), two main modes of usage currently exist for RAPID: the first consists in per-
forming flow simulations, and the second is dedicated to parameter optimization. When simulating flows,
RAPID generates a netCDF file containing the discharge for each river reach and at each time step. When
checking simulations manually, hydrographs are created based on output files and verified visually. In order
to allow for automated testing of simulations, a new approach was needed to compare two separate netCDF
files and return an exit code for success if the files are similar. The issue here is that different computing envir-
onments can lead to slightly different results (generally on the order of 10�37m3/s in RAPID simulations) due
to variations in ordering of floating-point arithmetic operations. A bit-to-bit comparison of files or of their cor-
responding floating points was therefore not possible. A FORTRAN program for testing the similarity of two
RAPID output files was hence created to automatically compare among all simulated discharge values with
an option for specifying acceptable absolute and/or relative tolerances. When run in parameter optimization
mode, RAPID generates a text file including all parameter values tested and the corresponding cost functions
obtained, along with the final optimized parameter values. However, because the optimization method used
is unconstrained, the parameters found automatically are sometimes void of physical meaning in which case
one has to handpick the best possible parameters from the list of physically valid values. Additionally, given
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the dependence of the search space on the initial values used at the start of an optimization procedure,
comparisons among a series of optimization experiments help selecting best possible parameters. Finally,
these best possible parameters need be compared with previous results to perform software testing. Three
automatic tasks were therefore needed to test the optimization procedure in RAPID: (1) finding the best valid
parameters in a given optimization experiment, (2) picking the optimal parameters among a series of
experiments, and (3) comparing these optimal parameters with previously computed values. Three shell
scripts using off-the-shelf Linux programs were prepared to perform these three tasks. These programs
all consist in a series of text editing tasks that were all made possible by combining existing Linux tools
(see Appendix B).

Overall, the greatest challenge in creating programs for testing of RAPID was in the discovery of available
command line tools. Once this learning curve was overcome, the automation process became straightfor-
ward. Despite their value for automatic testing (section 5.2), the custom programs that were created also
turned out to be beneficial for day-to-day usage of the software. Indeed, the few manual tasks involved in
basic postprocessing of RAPID outputs were time consuming and prone to human error. The development
of automatic tools for testing, albeit motivated by user support, therefore turned out to be a valuable endea-
vor for the developer as well.

5.2. Testing by Reproducing Entire Studies Programmatically

Once the programs that are necessary for automatic testing of a piece of software are prepared, the actual
process of designing tests can begin. The choice of what tests to be performed therefore had to be made.
In the case of RAPID, the creation of tests was motivated by the desire to check that any potential modifica-
tion of the source code did not alter the overall functioning of themodel. It was therefore decided to test soft-
ware updates by automatically reproducing all model runs that had been performed in previously published
studies. The first two RAPID papers [i.e., David et al., 2011a, 2011d] were selected for this endeavor. For each
study, two main shell scripts were created: one for downloading the corresponding data and the other for
reproducing and checking all model runs, hence fully exposing the provenance of past results. Creating
programs that automatically download data is fairly straightforward if the data sets are published online
(section 4.2) and can be done using off-the-shelf command line tools. The design of programs that automatically
reproduce a series of model runs requires further effort. Because the generation of an executable from the source
code (i.e., software build) can be time consuming, it is important that the code is designed so that all model
options can be accessed at runtime (without rebuild). Such capability is usually achieved through the use of
an input text file containing instructions. Several model runs can then be performed automatically solely bymod-
ifying the instruction file prior to execution. Finally, programs for resetting each instruction file to its respective
default state (chosen arbitrarily) turned out to be useful when launching multiple model runs successively.

The programs that were created for the automatic reproduction of the first and second RAPID papers
together combine 138 tests (23 and 115, respectively). The number of tests allowed by these programs is
about an order of magnitude greater than what was used when performing manual testing and approxi-
mately an order of magnitude faster. Such a stricter testing procedure allowed for both increased robustness
of the software and for temporal savings. Here again, the value of these tests goes beyond their use for devel-
opment work, as they provide examples of model usage as well as a means for users to check their installation
(or modifications) of RAPID. The tests corresponding to the first RAPID paper were actually run successfully by
25 attendees of the second RAPID training (section 4.3). Finally, the automatic reproduction of existing
studies fully document the provenance of all simulations performed in the corresponding studies.

5.3. Continuous Integration

The principal strength of automatic tests is that they allow checking that the piece of software functions as
expected after creation of the executable (build). However, geoscience models are often built upon existing
software, all of which being already installed on the developer’s computer. The only way for developers to
ensure portability of their geoscience model—i.e., to verify that there are no any unexpected dependen-
cies on their own system—is to install the model on a blank machine. This machine can be a dedicated
computer requiring frequent reinstallation of the operating system or a less costly and less time
consuming virtual machine (VM) that can be regularly reset using VM snapshots. Another approach to
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guaranteeing portability, but does not require manual resetting of the machine (actual or virtual), is made
possible by hosted Continuous Integration (CI) services.

The purpose of hosted CI services is to monitor changes to a source code repository and perform a set of
given tasks upon publication of updates. The list of tasks to be performed is provided in a text file that is
specific to the CI service and that is included in the source code. The most basic task performed by the CI
server is to build the software using the instructions provided. Any time that an update is published on
the code repository, the CI server automatically creates a clean operating system, downloads the source code,
and builds the software.

Several services currently exist for hosted continuous integration, including Travis CI, Codeship, and Circle CI.
These services share many commonalities including the capacity to interact with GitHub repositories. Travis
CI was chosen here for RAPID because of its relative higher popularity, its tight coupling with GitHub (using
the same identifier and password), and its free support of open source projects. Surprisingly, activating Travis
CI for RAPID turned out to be a very straightforward two-step process. The first step consists in adding a text
file called .travis.yml to the GitHub repository including the series of shell commands necessary to
install RAPID and its dependencies. These commands were already summarized in one of the existing tutor-
ials, which eased this procedure. The second step consists in logging in on Travis CI using GitHub credentials
and activating the monitoring of the RAPID GitHub repository. The result of this two-step process is available
at https://travis-ci.org/c-h-david/rapid (Figure 4) and includes information on all previous builds of RAPID
since the continuous integration process was activated. Of particular interest here is the pass/fail status of
the latest build.

Despite demonstrating the portability of the RAPID source code through automatic building of the software,
one of the direct benefits of hosted continuous integration was to fully trace the software dependencies and
environment variables that are needed to build RAPID. A successful build on a CI server guarantees that all
necessary software were properly described and therefore that the installation procedure was fully documen-
ted. Setting up continuous integration for RAPID also proved to be immediately valuable as it allowed for
illumination of some dangerous programming practices present in the source code (e.g., lack of variable
initialization and implicit data type conversions). These weaknesses were exposed because the compiler col-
lection used in the CI server provided different warnings than that of the development machine. Continuous
integration therefore had an immediate impact on the quality of the RAPID code. Another benefit of
continuous integration is the ability to advertise for the validity of the latest releases through a “status badge”
confirming that the latest build was successful (Figure 3).

In addition to enhancing the portability and quality of the code, continuous integration helped with auto-
matic testing of RAPID. Once automatic tests were included in the code repository, their use in the continuous
integration process was easily activated through inclusion in the CI server instructions. The only difficulty
associated with testing within the CI server was to ensure that the integration process—i.e., the combination
of software building and testing—could be performed in a limited period of time (50min for Travis CI), so
tests had to be split into smaller groups running on 15 different Travis CI computers. Exit codes being the sole
means of the CI server to determine success (or failure) of each command, their proper handing within
testing scripts (section 5.2) was particularly key for continuous integration. The benefits of the temporal
investments made in sharing code, data, and in preparing automatic tests therefore became even greater
when using continuous integration, as they together allowed for machines to take over many of the time-
consuming parts of code development.

6. Implications for Earth Science—Lessons Learned
6.1. On the Phases of Sharing and Their Associated Benefits

The first phase of sharing, i.e., “opening” a piece of software, consists in a series of consecutive steps. Perhaps
the most important step in this phase is to determine the authorship and license hence clarifying potential
ambiguities on permissions and restrictions intended by the authors prior to release. Software description
—through cleaning, formatting, and commenting the code, and/or through preparation of a basic tutorial
—allows potential peers to independently start using the software and evaluating the associated capabilities.
Note that our recommendation for minimal initial software description is marginally more time consuming
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than sharing code “as is” [e.g., Barnes, 2010]. The creation of a website is then the natural next step to provide
continuous access to (and a means of discovery for) the software and associated documents; which together
permit the fostering of a burgeoning community of users. One of the benefits of opening software, albeit not
easily quantifiable, is the satisfaction one may get in having their research used by peers: hence contributing
to one’s community. In addition, opening software has direct benefits for the code itself. Initially, community
feedback on potential bugs in the code and clarity of the code and tutorials are to be expected. Eventually, com-
munity contribution to the software knowledge base (tutorials and processing scripts) are evenmore rewarding.

The second phase of sharing, i.e., “exposing” the software and data, consists in using version control systems
(VCSs) to track code changes, in publishing code and data through online repositories, and in organizing
training courses. VCSs allow documenting code changes, labeling versions, comparing snapshots, and mer-
ging differences. Code repositories are companions to VCSs and facilitate browsing through code, increasing
the transparency of changes, publishing official versions, and increasing accessibility to updates. The social
media capabilities of code repositories also allow users to be kept appraised of software developments.
Online availability is equally helpful for discussing specifics of the source code with remote users. Data
repositories are valuable for storage and preservation, but also because sharing example data provide useful
training material and later support automatic testing. Perhaps more importantly [e.g., Kattge et al., 2014; Kratz
and Strasser, 2015], data repositories enable potential furthering of academic credit through citable material
(for both code and data) while fulfilling recent requirements in accessibility to direct products of funded
research [Holdren, 2013]. Code and data sharing are particularly valuable once a small community of users
exists. Training courses allow for the evaluation of software usability and are also an integral part of user
engagement. Exposing software empowers users through eased access and usability and hence contributes
to the growth of the users community while simultaneously saving developer time therefore making the

Figure 4. The continuous integration server for RAPID is available at http://travis-ci.org/c-h-david/rapid and provides details on all previous builds of the software.
The continuous integration of RAPID is currently running on fifteen separate Travis CI workers. Note that the build time provided is the sum of the run times of all
workers and that the wall clock time is shorter as several workers run concurrently.
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sharing process more sustainable. Finally, this phase demonstrates a certain level of maturity in the software
and thus helps attract more users including potential industry partners.

The third phase of sharing, “consolidating” software, becomes necessary as the community of users
continues to grow and the frequency of requests for code modifications increases. An active user base is very
valuable because not only it generates motivation for software improvements but also it demands rigorous
testing of updates at the risk of being inundated by bug reports. Manual testing—a repetitive, tedious, and
time-consuming task that is prone to human error—is then no longer appropriate because the associated
temporal investments become an impediment to user support and hence to sustainable sharing. At such
stage of open source development, the creation of automatic testing tools and the activation of hosted con-
tinuous integration become necessary. The automatic tests facilitate tremendous savings in developer time
and enable users to check their installation and/or potential code modifications. Continuous integration
enhances software portability through ensuring a full and up-to-date description of software dependencies.
Together, continuous integration and testing eventually allow saving time, strengthening the code, and
benefit day-to-day operations. From a developer’s perspective, continuous integration enables a more
sustainable approach to software development through letting machines take over many of the time-
consuming development tasks and therefore frees up availability to further community engagement.

The three phases of open source sharing that are presented here are incremental and align with the size of
the users community. Therefore, while every phase enhances the sharing endeavor compared to its prede-
cessor, each implementation can be spread out over the lifetime of the software (Figure 2). Note that the
completion of the various steps in each phase (or of the phases themselves) can sometimes be made in a dif-
ferent order than that proposed here. For example, continuous integration can be implemented before auto-
matic testing, or data can be published before using VCSs and code repositories. Likewise, VCSs can be used
prior to sharing the software as can be needed if several developers are initially involved. However, we highly
recommend the selection of a license—a step that is too often overseen in practice—before sharing.

6.2. Implications for Source Code Development

Our experience with the open source development that is presented in this study has highlighted three
aspects of software design that are important to the sharing process: the necessity of a strong data model,
the importance of instruction files, and the choice of the hosting location for material linking data
and software.

The data model is the standard used to describe the content and format of the various files read or created by
the Earth science model, along with how they relate to one another. This description includes the name and
content of variables accompanied by their computer-based representation (i.e., character, logical, integer,
floating point, and associated precision), the sorting details (e.g., arbitrary, ascending, and descending),
and the file type used to store the data (e.g., csv and netCDF). The data model has a direct impact on the func-
tioning and performance of an Earth science model and is therefore usually defined before or at the same
time, but it is almost always refined with time. One should hence actively promote early data model stability
for model development. Additionally, from a data sharing perspective, one should also wait for some stabi-
lization of the data model before publishing data sets at the risk of making such data sets hastily obsolete. A
stable data model is also advantageous because it facilitates the consistency of tutorials and automatic tests.
In our experience, a goodmetric for determining thematurity of the data model has been its ability to accom-
modate different types of conceptually different inputs.

At the initial stage of development, many variables are often “hardwired” in the Earth science model source
code, be it because of a strive for early results standing against recommended programming practices or per-
haps because such can sometimes facilitate the detection of programming inconsistencies (e.g., array sizes)
by compilers. This advantage comes at a price: the source code needs be rebuilt every time new instructions
are used. As the software matures, it is therefore good practice to combine all possible instructions in a single
text file that is read at runtime. The instruction file then enables multiple simulations to be run without
rebuilding the source code, which greatly eases day-to-day operations and automatic testing.

Some files create a link between the source code and the data of an Earth system model. Examples include
the data downloading script (which contains the names of all input and output files) and the instruction file
(which can also contain their respective sizes). In the process of sharing source code and data, one may
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therefore wonder which of the associated repositories is themost appropriate to store these specific files. Our
experience has shown that it is helpful to include the data download scripts with the source code so that
users can readily obtain example data to check their installation and/or modifications of the code and in
order to ease the continuous integration process. Additionally, while the file names and sizes corresponding
to a set of example input/output files tend to remain stable, the associated variables names within the source
code might evolve (e.g., to improve readability) in which case old instruction files would no longer be
applicable. It is therefore good practice to also keep example instruction files with the source code and
not with the data.

6.3. Remaining Community Challenges and the Limits of Sharing

As geoscientists further embrace digital scholarship, a series of community challenges are to be expected.
These challenges include matters related to the following: technical training, self-perceived inadequacy,
community-based documentation, acknowledgment and assessment of digital scholarship, and
sustainable sharing.

As mentioned earlier (section 3), geoscientists seem to often justify the lack of sharing by a lack of know-how,
at least in conversation. This paper touches on many aspects related to code and data sharing including
licenses, repositories, versioning, testing, and continuous integration. While these subject matters are com-
monly taught in computer science departments, they are typically absent from most geoscience depart-
ments. Such a lack of training has now been recognized by computer science colleagues [e.g., Hey and
Payne, 2015]. If digital scholarship is expected of geoscientists, it must also become part of their curriculum
in universities.

Another common justification for the lack of sharing seems to be that computer codes created are too simple
(or “not good enough”) to be made public. This apparent self-perceived inadequacy was humorously dis-
cussed by Barnes [2010] who argued that if the code does the task that it is designed for, then it is good
enough to be shared. Our opinion is well in line with that of Barnes, as too many of we geoscientists spend
much of our time writing code that others have written before, and more will write in the future. While much
can be learned writing one’s own code, having access to examples could lead to community-wide
temporal savings.

The need to document software can also be seen as an impediment to sharing. Preparing documentation
and keeping it up to date with latest code developments is indeed time consuming. While some argue for
sharing as is [e.g., Barnes, 2010], our experience has shown that if there is in fact a community need for the
tools, users are likely to manifest themselves with questions. We therefore recommend here a limited amount
of editing and formatting of the source code—as was already advocated for by Easterbrook [2014]—and
suggest that the preparation of a small tutorial suffices as initial supplementary documentation. Such an
approach was taken for RAPID and was later rewarded by contributions to the documentation from enthu-
siastic members of the users community.

This case study suggests that the many steps involved in sharing together require substantial dedication;
particularly as the users community grows. In the words of Easterbrook [2014], “making a code truly open
source […] demands a commitment that few scientists are able to make.” The geoscience community should
therefore acknowledge sharing efforts in a way comparable to traditional scientific article publications
[e.g., Kattge et al., 2014]. Fortunately, modern technology now allows for digital products to be fully citable
(see sections 4.1 and 4.2), which is a significant step toward acknowledging contributions [Kratz and Strasser,
2015]. However, some scientific software eventually grow beyond the publishing scientific community, in
which case an alternative measurement of their broader impact would be valuable. Unfortunately, there does
not appear to be a way to track downloads in current data or software repositories. GitHub does provide a
download count, but this capability is limited to the binary files associated with official releases which only
represent a portion of the total number of downloads. The lack of this capability is perhaps why many devel-
opers wish to be contacted by users before granting access to their code. This might also explain the regis-
tration systems used by some modeling centers to track the usage of their codes [e.g., Hurrell, 2013].
Further, while we agree on the many benefits of citable digital research products [Kattge et al., 2014;
Scientific Data, 2014; Kratz and Strasser, 2015] we further argue here that an additional step is needed to pro-
mote open research: a cultural shift in the assessment of research performance. Digital scholarship can be
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seen as impactful for research, education, and outreach, and researchers might respondmore enthusiastically
to the added burden if their peers (i.e., colleagues and tenure and promotion committees) valued the efforts.
This expectation in turn means digital scholars must become advocates of their own cause.

Finally, and contrary to common belief, open source software does not mean free user support [Barnes, 2010;
Easterbrook, 2014]. This unfortunate misconception hinders sustainable sharing as it does sustainable
research. An analogy between traditional publishing and digital scholarship can be made here. It is common
that a given researcher X reads a scientific paper written by another researcher Y, applies the publishedmeth-
ods to his/her case study, and writes their own paper citing the work of Y. However, it is less usual for X to ask
Y for help with the data collection or application of the methods to the new case study without an implied
understanding of coauthorship. Such is particularly true if the associated efforts require rigorous data collec-
tion, detailed data inspection, and/or enhancement of the methods. The same modus operando can reason-
ably be applied to digital scholarship. Citation of the digital research products is appropriate—and sufficient
—when using these products as is. However, if user support requires “substantial” expertise or involvement
from the developers, coauthorship seems appropriate. Similarly, if research proposals planning to use open
source software are likely to necessitate assistance from the developers, a proportionate amount of funding
can reasonably be requested. Such funding can then be used to answer new scientific questions and lever-
aged for support. Developers must therefore acknowledge that they too often drown—happily—in the time
sink of user support. The benefits of community feedback cannot alone justify the associated efforts as devel-
opers’ time could be very well spent instead on new publications or new research proposals. As we encou-
rage geoscientists to enthusiastically embrace the open source approach, our community must therefore
also strive for a proper balance between further sharing and sustainable research.

7. Conclusions

As geosciences gradually evolve to rely on increasing amounts of computer-aided methods and our society
clamors for further transparency in the products of the research it supports, many geoscientists are faced
with the challenges of digital scholarship. The importance of learning best sharing practices is particularly
acute in the general field of Earth sciencemodeling—i.e., the creation, update, andmaintenance of numerical
models used to study the dynamic elements of the Earth—which is a key component of current climate
change studies. This paper focuses on the specific field of continental to global scale numerical modeling
of flow wave propagation in rivers, one of potentially many scientific areas in which open development is
uncommon, merely as an avenue to reflect on the open sharing process in Earth science.

This study presents reflections based on the 10 years of development of an open source river model called
RAPID and highlights three consecutive but distinct phases of the sharing process: (1) opening, (2) exposing,
and (3) consolidating. Eachof thesephases responds toausers communityof increasing size. Phase1 (opening)
consists in selecting an open source license, cleaning and formatting of the source code associated with pre-
paring a short tutorial, and publishing the source code on a dedicated website. This first phase is the minimal
sharing phase and allows fostering a burgeoning community of users. Phase 2 (exposing) consists in tracking
code changes using Version Control Systems (VCSs), publishing the source code and example files on citable
software and data repositories, and organizing software trainings. This second phase becomes necessary as
the user community grows, in order to facilitate transitions between existing versions of the source code
and to provide example case studies. Phase 3 (consolidating) consists in creating a set of automatic tests
and activating continuous integration of the software. This third phase becomes needed to ease the sharing
processwhen the frequencyof requests for softwaremodifications increases alongwith theactivity of theusers
community. Note that while the phases presented here mirror the RAPID development timeline, the order in
which each phase (or its associated steps) is completed can vary among software projects.

The case study herein provides details on the several phases involved in open sourcing of a numerical model
of a component of the Earth system and highlights the many benefits—mutual to developers and to users—
of open source development. In addition to contributing to transparency in science, open source sharing
allows for (1) improvement of software and documentation, (2) temporal savings through letting machines
take over many of the repetitive aspects of software use and development, and (3) academic credit through
citable digital research products. Note that all the services used in this study are available at no cost to open
source developers.
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However, the benefits of further sharing also come with a substantial time commitment as the sharing pro-
cess becomes increasingly demanding with a growing user base. This added burden must be managed by
the geoscience community as a whole; and several potential avenues are proposed here. First, the inclusion
of digital scholarship methods in the geoscience curriculum of universities could greatly ease the associated
learning curve. Second, geoscientists need to overcome the self-perceived inferiority of their computer code
and instead embrace the many benefits of peer review for code development. Third, users of open source
software should consider contributing to their own community through helping with the associated docu-
mentation. Fourth, traditional scholarship and digital scholarship should equally weigh in the acknowledg-
ment, evaluation, and promotion of geoscientists, because digital scholarship equally impacts research,
education, and outreach. Finally, the geoscience community might consider including open source
developers in their peer-reviewed manuscripts and research proposals when making substantial use of the
developers’ expertise in their endeavors in order to foster sustainable sharing practices.

Appendix A: On the Apparent Level of Sharing in Selected River Models

The information belowwas retrieved at time of writing (14 August 2015) for selected river models with applic-
ability from regional to global scale:

The code of Lohmann et al. [1996] is available for download from as part of the North American Land Data
Assimilation System and does not appear to include a license: http://www.nco.ncep.noaa.gov/pmb/codes/
nwprod/nldas.v2.0.3/sorc/nldas_rout.fd/

The website for LISFLOOD-FP [Bates and De Roo, 2000] states, “we are happy to provide a copy of the executable
for noncommercial studies”: http://www.bristol.ac.uk/geography/research/hydrology/models/lisflood/downloads/

RTM [Branstetter, 2001] can be downloaded from the Community Earth system model [Hurrell et al., 2013]
website at http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/cesm1.2/, which states that “a short registration is required
to access the repository.”

The website for HRR [Beighley et al., 2009] states that “If you would like the source code, please email Dr.
Beighley”: http://www.northeastern.edu/beighley/hillslope-river-routing-hrr-model/

A similar statement is provided for CaMa-Flood [Yamazaki et al., 2011]: “Please contact to the developer
(Dai Yamazaki) for the password to download the CaMa-Flood package”: http://hydro.iis.u-tokyo.ac.jp/
~yamadai/cama-flood/

Appendix B: Example Programs and Special Characters for Automatic Testing
in Linux

The automation of RAPID testing in this study was made possible through the use of a series of programs and
special characters including some that—despite a few years of experience with programming on Linux—
were not already known to the author. A nonexhaustive summary is provided here in hope that readers might
find these helpful for testing their own geoscience software; merely as a supporting information to compre-
hensive references [e.g., Siever et al., 2005; Jones, 2008].

The generation of an executable from the software source code (compilation and linking or build) is a convo-
luted and multistep process that can be transformed into a one-line command by using a program called
make of which instructions are in a file called makefile. Word Count (wc) can be used to count the number
of lines in a file. Globally search a Regular Expression and Print (grep) can locate a string of characters in a
text file. The Stream EDitor (sed) can search for a string of characters in a file and replace it by another.
The Basic Calculator (bc) can be used to compare two numbers and provide a Boolean value summarizing
whether or not they are equal. TheWorldwideweb GET (wget) allows for downloading files from the Internet.

Special characters in a given Linux shell can also ease the automation of software testing. Here we focus on
one of the most common Linux shells used in scientific computing called the Bourne Again Shell (bash).
Helpful values can be obtained at the command line in bash or in a bash script: the number of arguments
provided ($#), the list of all arguments ($@), the first argument ($1), and the exit code of the previous com-
mand ($?). The text resulting from the execution of one command can be redirected to a text file (>) or used
as the input to another command (|).
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